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Abstract
We show that exact sampling of the first passage event can be done for a Le´vy process with
unbounded variation, if the process can be embedded in a subordinated standard Brownian
motion. By sampling a series of first exit events of the Brownian motion and first passage
events of the subordinator, the first passage event of interest can be obtained. The sampling of
the first exit time and pre-exit location of the Brownian motion may be of independent interest.
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1 Introduction
The first exit event of a Le´vy process is an intensively studied subject in probability [1, 2, 4, 10, 11,
13, 14, 17]. Despite numerous deep theoretical results on the subject, exact sampling of the first
passage event remains challenging especially for processes with infinite Le´vy measures. Recently,
in [6, 7], it was shown that exact sampling can be done for a wide range of Le´vy processes with
bounded variation. The methods of [6, 7] rely on the decomposition of a process as the difference
of two independent subordinators. However, no such decomposition exists for Le´vy processes
with unbounded variation. In this paper, we show that exact sampling of the first exit event
can be achieved for several important classes of such processes, a primary example being those
that have a symmetric truncated α-stable Le´vy measure with α ∈ [1, 2) and with or without a
Brownian component. One of the main ingredients of the method is the sampling of the time when
a Brownian motion first exits an interval and a pre-exit location of the Brownian motion, which
may be of interest in its own right.
The Le´vy processes covered by the paper are among those that can be embedded into a subordi-
nated Brownian motion ([17], Chapter 30). Similar to [7], the general idea is to sample certain first
exit events of the subordinated Brownian motion and extract from them the part that belong to
the Le´vy process under consideration. However, care is required to deal with unbounded variation.
Due to the structure of the subordinated Brownian motion, the sampling of the first exit event can
be addressed by attacking two issues in tandem. The first one is the sampling of the first passage
event of the subordinator underlying the subordinated Brownian motion. For this, the results in [7]
can be directly used. The second issue is the sampling of the first exit time of a Brownian motion
and its value at a pre-exit time point given the time and location of the first exit. For this, a huge
number of known results can be used (cf. [5, 16]).
Section 3 presents the main sampling procedure. First, the scheme of the procedure is illustrated
in Section 3.1. Then, in Section 3.2, the procedure is formalized as Algorithm 1. In Section 3.3,
some examples are given. Since the sampling of the first passage time of the subordinator involved
was addressed previously [7], after Section 3, the discussion is mostly dedicated to the sampling for
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the Brownian motion. In Section 4, we consider the sampling of the first exit time of the Brownian
motion by exploiting its well known distributional properties [5]. We then consider the sampling of
the value of the Brownian motion at a time point before its first exit. In Section 5, we obtain some
useful results on the distribution of the pre-exit value of the Brownian motion, which we have not
been able to find in the literature. In Section 6, the sampling of the pre-exit value is considered.
The subtlety here is the handling of the many negative terms in the series expansion of the density
function of the pre-exit value. Finally, some comments are made in section 7.
2 Preliminaries
For c ∈ (0, 1), denote by Geo(c) the geometric distribution on {0, 1, 2, . . .} with probability mass
function (p.m.f.) (1 − c)ck. For θ > 0, denote by Gamma(θ) the Gamma distribution on (0,∞)
with probability density function (p.d.f.) 1{x > 0}xθ−1e−x/Γ(θ). Denote by φc(x) the p.d.f. of
N(0, c), the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance c.
2.1 Le´vy processes
Let X = (Xt)t≥0 be a Le´vy process. Then E[e
iλXt ] = e−tΨX (λ), t ≥ 0, λ ∈ R, where for some
c, σ ∈ R and measure ν on R \ {0} which satisfies ∫ min(x2, 1)ν(dx) <∞,
ΨX(λ) = −icλ+ σ2λ2/2 +
∫
(1− eiλx + iλx1{|x| < 1}) ν(dx).
ΨX , c, σ, and ν are called the characteristic exponent, linear coefficient, Brownian coefficient, and
Le´vy measure of X, respectively. The Radon-Nikodym derivative ν(dx)/dx, provided it exists, is
called the Le´vy density of X. If σ 6= 0 or ∫ min(|x|, 1)ν(dx) = ∞, then X is said to have infinite
variation, otherwise it is said to have finite variation. In the latter case ΨX can be written as
ΨX(λ) = −iδλ+
∫
(1− eiλx) ν(dx),
with δ called the drift coefficient of X. A necessary and sufficient condition for X to be nonde-
creasing is that it has finite variation with δ ≥ 0 and ν((−∞, 0)) = 0. In this case, X is called a
subordinator. Furthermore, if Y = (Yt)t≥0 is a process independent of X, then YX = (YXt)t≥0 is
called a subordinated process. In particular, if Y is a standard Brownian motion, i.e., a Le´vy pro-
cess with ΨY (λ) = λ
2/2, then YX is a Le´vy process with linear coefficient 0, Brownian coefficient√
δ, and Le´vy density
∫∞
0 φs(·)ν(ds) ([17], Theorem 30.1).
For any open or closed set A ⊂ R, according to Blumenthal 0-1 law, either 0 is regular for A
(with respect to X), i.e., ς := inf{t > 0 : Xt ∈ A} = 0 a.s., or 0 is irregular for A, i.e., ς > 0 a.s.
([17], p. 313). It is easy to see that if X is not a compound Poisson process and is symmetric, i.e.,
X ∼ −X, then 0 is regular for both half-lines (−∞, 0) and (0,∞). As a passing remark, if X has
infinite variation, then 0 is regular for both half-lines ([2], p. 167), while if X has finite variation,
Bertoin’s test provides a necessary and sufficient condition for 0 to be regular for a half-line ([3];
[9], Theorem 6.22).
2.2 First hitting times of a Brownian motion
Let B = (Bt)t≥0 such that Bt −B0 is a standard Brownian motion. For a ∈ R, let
τa = inf{t : Bt = a},
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while for a > 0, let
ηa = inf{t : Bt ∈ {−a, a}} = min(τ−a, τa).
Given x ∈ R, denote by Px the probability measure under which B0 ≡ x and by Ex the associated
expectation. It is well known that under Px the p.d.f. of τa is fa−x, where
fa(t) = |a|t−1φt(a) = −φ′t(|a|) =
|a|e−a2/(2t)√
2pit3/2
, (2.1)
while for a > 0 and x ∈ (−a, a), the p.d.f. of ηa, denoted by pa(t, x), has series expressions
pa(t, x) =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k[f2ka+a−x(t) + f2ka+a+x(t)]. (2.2)
=
pi
2a2
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k(2k + 1) exp
{
−(2k + 1)
2pi2t
8a2
}
cos
(2k + 1)pix
2a
. (2.3)
The series in (2.2) converges rapidly for small t > 0 but slowly for large t > 0, while the one in (2.3)
has the opposite property. Eq. (2.3) is due to the following fact ([16], §7.4). Let U be a bounded
and connected open set and g ∈ C(U). If u(t, x) ∈ C2((0,∞) × U) is a bounded solution to the
heat equation ∂tu = (1/2)∂xxu with initial condition lim(t,x)→(0,x0) u(t, x) = g(x0) for all x0 ∈ U
and Dirichlet boundary condition lim(t,x)→(t0,x0) u(t, x) = 0 for all t0 > 0 and x0 ∈ ∂U , then
u(t, x) = Ex[g(Bt)1{t < ηU}], where ηU = inf{t : Bt 6∈ U}.
Calculating Ex[g(Bt)1{t < ηU}] then boils down to solving the heat equation with the specified
initial and boundary conditions. In particular, if U = (−a, a), by separating the variables t and x
and considering the eigenfunctions of (1/2)∂xx and those of ∂t with the same eigenvalues,
u(t, x) =
∞∑
k=0
αk exp
{
−k
2pi2t
8a2
}
ϕk
( x
2a
)
, (2.4)
where ϕk(x) is cos(kpix) for odd k and sin(kpix) for even k, and αk = a
−1
∫ a
−a g(x)ϕk(x) dx. To get
Eq. (2.3), apply (2.4) to g(x) ≡ 1 to yield Px{ηa > t}, and then differentiate the result in t.
3 Main results
Let X be a symmetric Le´vy process. Suppose the Brownian coefficient of X is δ ≥ 0 and its Le´vy
density is
λ(x) = λ0(x)1{|x| < r} , 0 < r ≤ ∞,
such that λ0(x) is the Le´vy density of a subordinated process Z = BS , where B is a standard
Brownian motion and S a subordinator with drift coefficient δ2 independent of B. Then Z is
symmetric and its Brownian coefficient is δ as well.
Given interval I = (b, c) with −∞ ≤ b < 0 < c ≤ ∞, the first exit time of X out of I is
TI = inf{t > 0 : Xt 6∈ I}.
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The value and jump of X at the time of exit are also important information. We shall consider the
sampling of the triplet (TI ,XTI−,XTI ), where for t > 0, Xt− is the left limit of X at t.
By right-continuity of Xt, TI > 0. As long as Xt 6≡ 0 and min(|b|, c) < ∞, TI is finite. This
is because either i) limXt =∞ a.s., or ii) limXt = −∞ a.s., or iii) lim supXt = − lim infXt =∞
a.s. ([2], Theorem VI.16). Since X is symmetric, iii) must hold, so TI <∞. As a passing remark,
for any Le´vy process, Erickson’s test provides a necessary and sufficient condition on which of the
three cases holds ([9], Theorem 4.15 and p. 64).
In this section, it is always assumed that
X is not a compound Poisson process, (3.1)
which is equivalent to S not being a compound Poisson subordinator. Since X is symmetric, then
with respect to X, c is regular for (c,∞) and b is regular for (−∞, b), so
TI = inf{t > 0 : Xt 6∈ [b, c]}. (3.2)
In particular, if 0 < c <∞, T(−∞,c) is the first passage time of X across c, i.e.,
T(−∞,c) = inf{t > 0 : Xt > c}.
By definition, Zt− = limu→t−BSu. Under assumption (3.1),
Zt− = BSt− . (3.3)
Indeed, as u → t−, since S is not a compound Poisson process and hence strictly increasing,
Su → s := St−, given BSu → Bs− = Bs by continuity of B. Then (3.3) follows.
3.1 Description
To sample (TI ,XTI−,XTI ), the approach is to embed X into Z = BS and exploit a sequence of
hitting or passage events of B and S. By embedding it means that, by identifying Z with X + V ,
X is a part of Z, where V is a compound Poisson process with Le´vy density λ0(x)1{|x| ≥ r}
independent of X. Equivalently,
Xt = Zt −
∑
s≤t
∆Zs1{|∆Zs| ≥ r} , (3.4)
where ∆Zs = Zs − Zs− is the jump of Z at s. The issue is how to identify the jumps of V so that
random variables purely due to X can be extracted from those of Z.
Figure 1 illustrates the idea. Suppose (−r/2, r/2) ⊂ I. At time ηr/2, B hits the boundary of
(−r/2, r/2), say at r/2. Then
|Bs2 −Bs1 | < r for all 0 < s1 < s2 ≤ ηr/2. (3.5)
Let
τ = inf{t > 0 : St > ηr/2}.
From (3.3) and (3.5), it follows that for 0 < t < τ, |∆Zt| < r. Thus, in [0, τ), Z only has jumps
of size strictly less than r. Then Xt = Zt on [0, τ) and the first jump in V can only appear at
τ. Figure 1 shows a scenario where S has a jump at ηr/2. Because the potential measure of S is
diffuse, Sτ− < ηr/2 < Sτ ([2], Propositions I.15 and III.2). Then Xτ− = Zτ− = BSτ− and by (3.3),
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Figure 1: Z = BS . (a) r/2 ≤ Zτ ≤ Zτ− + r, so Xτ = Zτ and τ is the first exit time of X and
Z out of (−r/2, r/2); (b) −r/2 ≤ Zτ ≤ r/2, so Xτ = Zτ , but τ is not an exit time of X out of
(−r/2, r/2); (c) Zτ > Zτ− + r, so Xτ = Xτ−, τ is not the first exit time of X out of (−r/2, r/2)
but is that of Z (from the top); (d) Zτ < −r/2
✻
✲
−r/2
r/2
O
Bs
Xτ− = Zτ− ✲
Sτ− ηr/2 Sτ
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
∆Zτ = BSτ −BSτ− . If |∆Zτ | < r, then the jump belongs to X, giving Xτ = Zτ . This is the case in
(a) and (b) in Figure 1. In (a), since Xτ ≥ r/2, τ is the first time of X out of (−r/2, r/2), whereas
in (b), it is not. If |∆Zτ | ≥ r, then the jump belongs to V , giving Xτ = Xτ−. This is the case in
(c) in Figure 1, where τ is the first exit time of Z out of (−r/2, r/2) but not that of X. Also, as
(d) shows, even if B first exits (−r/2, r/2) at the top boundary point, Z and X may first exit at
the lower boundary.
From the above description, it is seen that the following quantities have to be sampled in sequel,
a) ηr/2, the first hitting time of B at ±r/2;
b) the triplet (τ, Sτ−, Sτ), where τ the first passage time of S across ηr/2; and
c) BSτ− and BSτ .
Because S and B are independent, b) boils down to the sampling of the first passage of S across
any fixed level. This is addressed in [7] for several important classes of subordinators. Items a)
and c) will be considered in following sections. The sampling of BSτ− boils down to that of BT
conditional on (ηr/2, Bηr/2) = (T + t,±r/2) for fixed T, t > 0. On the other hand, by the strong
Markov property of Brownian motion, BSτ can be simply sampled from a normal distribution.
Figure 1 just illustrates a single iteration of the sampling procedure. If at the end of the
iteration, X has yet exited I, then the procedure is renewed at time τ. The iteration continues
until an exit occurs. Note that τ is not a stopping time of X or Z as it depends on ηr/2, information
not available via X or Z. However, conditional on B, τ is a stopping time of S, justifying iterating
by renewal. Indeed, the procedure can be thought of as one with the entire path of B being sampled
in advance and S being the only random process during the run. In this setting, the sampling of
ηr/2, Zτ− and Zτ can be regarded as a subroutine to retrieve data from the path of B.
There are two simpler cases not covered so far. First, if S has a positive drift, then it may creep
across ηr/2, i.e., Sτ− = Sτ = ηr/2 ([2], Theorem III.5). Clearly in this case Xτ− = Xτ is equal to the
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point where B exits (−r/2, r/2). Second, suppose we wish to sample (ς,Xς−,Xς) instead, where
ς = min(TI , T0) with T0 <∞ a fixed terminal point. This allows, for example, the sampling of XT0
when I = R. If T0 < τ, then ST0− = ST0 instead of Sτ− and Sτ should be sampled conditional on
ST0 < ηr/2 (cf. [7]) and then XT0 = ZT0 = BST0 is sampled conditional on (ηr/2, Bηr/2).
3.2 Formal procedure
The description in Section 3.1 is formalized as Algorithm 1 with additional detail taken into account.
In the procedure, I = (b, c) and ς is defined at the end of Section 3.1. It is quite routine to extend
the procedure to sample the first exit event of X + Y , where Y is a compound Poisson process
independent of X (cf. [7]). For brevity, the detail of the extension is omitted.
Algorithm 1 Sampling (ς,Xς−,Xς)
Require: −b, c, r, T0 all in (0,∞] such that if |b| = c =∞ then r <∞ and T0 <∞
1: T ← 0, W ← 0
2: repeat
3: a← min(r/2,W − b, c−W )
4: Sample h from the distribution of ηa and sample y from {−a, a} uniformly
5: Sample (t, s−, s+) from the distribution of (θ, Sθ−, Sθ), where θ = min(τ, T0 − T ) with τ =
inf{t > 0 : St > h}
6: Sample x from the conditional distribution of Bs− given (ηa, Bηa) = (h, y)
7: if s− < s+ then
8: Sample u from N(0, s+ − s)
9: d← y − x+ u, D ← d1{|d| ≤ r}
10: else
11: D ← 0
12: end if
13: T ← T + t, W ←W + x+D
14: until T = T0 or W 6∈ (b, c)
15: return (T,W −D,W )
In Algorithm 1, T is a value such that Xt ∈ (b, c) for all t ∈ (0, T ) and W = XT . In each
iteration (T,W ) is updated following the description in Section 3.1. Some explanations are in
order. The value of a on line 3 makes sure the interval (W − a,W + a) is in (b, c). Since B is a
standard Brownian motion, y on line 4 follows the distribution of Bηa conditional on ηa. If s− < s+,
then as explained in Section 3.1, t < T0 − T and s− < h < s+. By the strong Markov property of
B and the independence between B and S, conditional on Sθ, BSθ −Bηa is independent of (Bt)t≤ηa
and follows N(0, BSθ −Bηa). Thus u on line 8 follows the distribution of BSθ −Bηa , and d and D
on line 9 follow the joint distribution of ∆Zτ and ∆Xτ . On the other hand, if s− = s+, then either
s− = h or T0 − T < t, resulting in no jump and line 11. Line 13 updates the values of T and W .
It is clear that the iteration stops only when T = T0 or XT ∈ (b, c), i.e. T = ς. When the iteration
stops, since D = ∆XT , (T,W −D,W ) follows the distribution of (ς,Xς−,Xς).
Theorem 1. The iteration in Algorithm 1 eventually stops a.s. and its output follows the distri-
bution of (ς,Xς−,Xς).
Proof. It suffices to show that the iteration eventually stops a.s. Let t0 = 0, w0 = 0, and for n ≥ 1,
tn and wn the values of T and W at the end of the n
th iteration, respectively. Let sn = Stn and
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zn = Ztn . It is easy to see that both tn and sn are strictly increasing and tn ≤ ς <∞. Define event
E = {the iteration in Algorithm 1 does not stop}.
In E, there are infinitely many tn. Let t∗ = lim tn and s∗ = lim sn. Since conditional on B, tn are
stopping times of S, s∗ = St∗ a.s. ([2], Proposition I.7). Then by continuity of B,
sup
tn≤t<t′≤t∗
|Zt′ − Zt| ≤ 2 sup
tn≤t≤t∗
|Zt −Bs∗ | ≤ 2 sup
sn≤s≤s∗
|Bs −Bs∗ | → 0, n→∞.
As a result, zn → Bs∗ and there is N ≥ 0 such that |∆Zt| < r on [tN , t∗]. By renewal argument,
we can assume N = 0 without loss of generality. Then Xt = Zt on [0, t∗], in particular,
wn = zn → Bs∗ . (3.6)
On the other hand, let an, hn, and τn be the values of a, h, and τ in the n
th iteration, respectively.
Then tn = tn−1 + min(τn, T0 − tn−1). In E, tn < T0. Then τn = tn − tn−1 → 0. Since τn ∼
inf{t > 0 : St > hn}, then hn → 0. Since hn ∼ inf{t > 0 : Bt > an}, then an → 0. Consequently,
min(wn − b, c − wn) → 0. Combined with (3.6), this yields wn = zn either converges to b or to
c. Without loss of generality, suppose the limit is c. By using renewal argument again, we can
assume that c − wn < wn − b for all n ≥ 0. Note that by renewing (Xt, Zt) at t = tn−1, Bs
is renewed at s = sn−1. It follows that sn−1 + hn is the first s > sn−1 such that Bs hits the
boundary of (wn − an, c) and, with S being non-compound Poisson, tn is the first t ≥ tn−1 such
that St ≥ sn−1 + hn = Stn−1 + hn. Now Bsn−1+hn is either wn − an or c, each with probability
1/2. If Bsn−1+hn = c, then Bsn − Bsn−1+hn = wn − c < 0. By strong Markov property of B,
Bsn − Bsn−1+hn are independent normal random variables with mean 0, possibly degenerate, so
the probability that the procedure does not stop at the nth iteration is at most P{Bsn−1+hn =
wn − an} + P{Bsn−1+hn = c, zn − c < 0} = 3/4. It follows that the probability to have infinite
iterations is 0. Then P(E) = 0.
3.3 Examples
Example 1. Let X be a symmetric Le´vy process with Le´vy density λ(x) = c1{0 < |x| < r}x−α−1,
r ∈ (0,∞). If α ∈ (0, 1) and the Brownian coefficient δ of X is 0, then X has finite variation. In
this case, it has been shown that (ς,Xς−,Xς) can be sampled exactly [6, 7]. On the other hand, if
δ 6= 0 or α ∈ [1, 2), X has infinite variation. In this case, X can be embedded into Z = BS as in
(3.4), where S is a subordinator with drift coefficient δ2 and Le´vy density c1{x > 0}x−α/2−1/dα/2,
where for z > 0, dz = Γ(z+1/2)2
z/
√
pi. The first passage event of S can be sampled exactly [6, 7].
By combining this with the results in following sections, Algorithm 1 can sample (ς,Xς−,Xς).
Example 2. Suppose instead that S is a subordinator with exponentially tilted Le´vy density
c1{x > 0} e−sxx−α/2−1/dα/2, where s > 0 and α ≥ 1. The first passage event of S can be sampled
exactly [6, 7]. On the other hand, the Le´vy density of BS is
λ0(x) =
c
dα/2
∫ ∞
0
e−x
2/2u
√
2piu
e−suu−α/2−1 du
= c1{x > 0}x−α−1 + c
dα/2
∫ 1
0
e−x
2/2u
√
2piu
(e−su − 1)u−α/2−1 du+O(1)
= c1{x > 0}x−α−1 − cs
dα/2
∫ 1
0
e−x
2/2u
√
2pi
u−α/2−1/2 du+O(1 + s2),
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where the implicit constant in O(1+s2) only depends on (α, c). By variable substitute v = x2/(2u),∫ 1
0
e−x
2/2u
√
2pi
u−α/2−1/2 du =
1√
2pi
(
2
x2
)α/2−1/2 ∫ ∞
x2/2
e−vvα/2−3/2 dv
∼
{
dα/2−1x
−α+1 α ∈ (1, 2)
− ln |x|/√2pi α = 1 as x→ 0.
Therefore, if α ∈ (0, 1) and X has Le´vy density λ(x) = c1{0 < |x| < r} (1 − Cx2)x−α−1, where
C > 0, then by choosing s > 0 large enough and r′ ∈ (0, r] small enough, λ can be written as
λ(x) = 1{0 < |x| < r′}λ0(x) + χ(x), where χ is the Le´vy density of a compound Poisson process.
Then, as noted just before Algorithm 1, a routine extension of the procedure is able to sample
(ς,Xς−,Xς). The case α = 1 can be similarly dealt with.
Example 3. Let X be a symmetric Le´vy process with λ(x) = c1{0 < |x| < r} e−x/β/x and Brow-
nian coefficient δ. It has been shown that if δ = 0, then (ς,Xς−,Xς) can be sampled exactly
[6, 7]. Note that λ is a truncated version of the Le´vy density of U − D, where U and D are
independent Gamma processes with Le´vy density λ0(x) = c1{x > 0} e−x/β/x. It is well known
that U −D ∼ BV , where V is a Gamma process with Le´vy density c1{x > 0} e−x/2β/x (cf. [12],
p. 143-144). Assume now that δ > 0. Then X can be embedded in Z = BS , where St = δ
2t+ Vt.
The exactly sampling of the first passage event of S has been shown in [7]. Then Algorithm 1 can
be used to sample (ς,Xς−,Xς).
4 Sampling of first exit time of a Brownian motion
In this section, denote
ψ(x) = xe−x
2/2, C0 = 2/
√
e.
Then xe−xy/2 ≤ C0e−y/2 for all x, y ≥ 1, in particular,
ψ(xy) = xye−x
2y2/2 ≤ C0ye−xy2/2. (4.1)
For s > 0 and k ≥ 0, denote
dk(s) = ψ((4k + 1)
√
2s)− ψ((4k + 3)
√
2s). (4.2)
Given a > 0, for t > 0, by (2.3),
pa(t, 0) =
pi
2a2
√
2x
∞∑
k=0
dk(x), with x =
pi2t
8a2
, (4.3)
and by (2.2),
pa(t, 0) =
√
2
pi
2y
a2
∞∑
k=0
dk(y), with y =
a2
2t
. (4.4)
Let X = pi2ηa/(8a
2). Then by (4.3), the p.d.f. of X is
fX(x) = (8a
2/pi2)× pa(8a2x/pi2)
= A× e
−x
P{ξ ≥ pi2/8} ×
1− e−pi2/2
1− e−4x
∞∑
k=0
(1− e−4x)e−4kx × dk(x)
C0
√
2xe−(4k+1)x
, (4.5)
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where ξ ∼ Gamma(1) and
A =
4C0P{ξ ≥ pi2/8}
pi(1− e−pi2/2) . (4.6)
For t ≥ a2, x ≥ pi2/8, so e−x/e−pi2/8 is the p.d.f. of ξ at x conditional on ξ ≥ pi2/8 and (1 −
e−pi
2/2)/(1 − e−4x) ≤ 1. Next, (1 − e−4x)e−4kx = P{κ = k} for κ ∼ Geo(e−4x). Finally, since√
2x > 1 and ψ is positive and strictly decreasing on [1,∞),
0 <
dk(x)
C0
√
2xe−(4k+1)x
< 1,
where the second inequality uses (4.1). As a result, (4.5) implies that rejection sampling can be
used to sample X conditional on X ≥ pi2/8, and hence to sample ηa conditional on ηa ≥ a2.
Likewise, by (4.4), the p.d.f. of Y = a2/(2ηa) is
fY (y) = a
2/(2y2)× pa(a2/(2y), 0)
= B × e
−y/
√
piy
P{ζ > 1/2} ×
1− e−2
1− e−4y
∞∑
k=0
(1− e−4y)e−4ky × dk(y)
C0
√
2ye−(4k+1)y
, (4.7)
where ζ ∼ Gamma(1/2) and
B =
2C0P{ζ > 1/2}
1− e−2 . (4.8)
As a result, rejection sampling can be used to sample Y conditional on Y ≥ 1/2, and hence to
sample ηa conditional on ηa ≤ a2.
Recall that Px denotes probability measure under which B0 ≡ x. The above results lead to the
rejection sampling Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Sampling ηa under P
0
Require: a ∈ (0,∞), C0 = 2/
√
e, dk(·) as in (4.2), A and B as in (4.6) and (4.8), respectively
1: while (1) do
2: Sample U1, . . . , U5 i.i.d. ∼ Unif(0, 1)
3: if U1 ≤ A/(A+B) then
4: Sample ξ ∼ Gamma(1) conditional on ξ ≥ pi2/8, then sample κ ∼ Geo(e−4ξ)
5: if U2(1− e−4ξ) ≤ 1− e−pi2/2 and C0U3
√
2ξe−(4κ+1)ξ ≤ dκ(ξ) then
6: return 8a2ξ/pi2
7: end if
8: else
9: Sample ζ ∼ Gamma(1/2) conditional on ζ > 1/2, then sample κ ∼ Geo(e−4ζ)
10: if U4(1− e−4ζ) ≤ 1− e−2 and C0U5
√
2ζe−(4κ+1)ζ ≤ dκ(ζ) then
11: return a2/(2ζ)
12: end if
13: end if
14: end while
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5 Distribution of pre-exit location of a Brownian motion
We need a few more properties of the first exit event of a Brownian motion. For t > 0 and
x ∈ (−a, a), it is known that
Px{ηa ∈ dt, Bηa = ±a} = p±a (t, x) dt,
where
p+a (t, x) = p
−
a (t,−x) =
∞∑
k=0
[f4ka+a−x(t)− f4ka+3a+x(t)] (5.1)
([5], p. 212, 3.0.6). We also have the following.
Proposition 2. For all t > 0 and x ∈ (−a, a)
p+a (t, x) = p
−
a (t,−x) =
1
2
pa(t, x)− pi
2a2
∞∑
k=1
(−1)kk exp
{
−k
2pi2t
2a2
}
sin
kpix
a
. (5.2)
Furthermore, p±a (t, x) > 0.
Proof. To start with, by the Markov property of B,
Px{ηa > t, Bηa = a} = Ex[1{t < ηa}1{Bηa = a}] = Ex[1{t < ηa}PBt{B′ηa = a}],
where B′ is an i.i.d. copy of B. By Py(Bηa = a) = (a+ y)/(2a), y ∈ (−a, a) ([5], p. 212, 3.0.4),
Px{ηa > t, Bηa = a} = Ex[1{t < ηa} (a+Bt)/(2a)] =
1
2
Px{t < ηa}+ 1
2a
Ex[Bt1{t < ηa}].
Put u(t, x) = Ex[Bt1{t < ηa}]. Using (2.4) and the fact that x is antisymmetric on (−a, a),
u(t, x) =
∞∑
k=1
αk exp
{
−k
2pi2t
2a2
}
sin
kpix
a
,
where
αk =
1
a
∫ a
−a
x sin
kpix
a
dx = (−1)k−1 2a
kpi
.
Then
Px{ηa > t, Bηa = a} =
1
2
Px{ηa > t} − 1
pi
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k
k
exp
{
−k
2pi2t
2a2
}
sin
kpix
a
.
Differentiating both sides in t then yields (5.2).
To show p+a (t, x) > 0 for all x ∈ (−a, a), regard x as a parameter while t the only variate.
Then denote p±x,a(t) = p
±
a (t, x). By (5.1), p
+
x,a = fa−x − f2a ∗ p−x,a, p−x,a = fa+x − f2a ∗ p+x,a. Then
p−x,a ≤ fa+x, so p+x,a ≥ fa−x − f2a ∗ fa+x = fa−x − f3a+x. From (2.1), it follows that p+x,a(t) > 0 for
all small t > 0. Likewise, p−x,a(t) for all small t > 0. Assume {t > 0 : p+x,a(t) = 0} 6= ∅ and let t0 be
the infimum of the set. Then t0 > 0. Since p
+
x,a is smooth, p
+
x,a(t0) = 0. Fix c ∈ (x, a). Under Px,
in order for B to reach a before reaching −a, it may first reach c before reaching −a, then starting
at c, return to x before reaching a, and finally, starting at x again, reach a before reaching −a. As
a result, p+x,a ≥ p+x′,a′ ∗ p−x′′,a′′ ∗ p+x,a, where x′ = x + (a − c)/2, a′ = (c + a)/2, x′′ = c − (a + x)/2,
a′′ = (a − x)/2. Since p+x,a(t) > 0 for all 0 < t < t0, it follows that p+x′,a′ ∗ p−x′′,a′′(t) = 0 for all
t < t0. However p
+
x′,a′(t) > 0 and p
−
x′′,a′′(t) > 0 for all small t. The contradiction shows p
+
x,a is
strictly positive. Likewise, p−x,a is strictly positive.
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Proposition 3. Fix t > 0 and a > 0. Then for x ∈ (−a, a),
p+a (t, x) ≤ cp min{φt(a− x)(a− x), φt(a− |x|)(a + x)}, (5.3)
where
cp = 2t
−1
∞∑
k=0
[
(2ka+ 4a)2
t
+ 1
]
e−2k
2a2/t. (5.4)
Furthermore,
∂xp
+
a (t, a) := limx→a−
∂xp
+
a (t, x) = −
pi2
8a3
∞∑
k=1
k2 exp
{
−k
2pi2t
8a2
}
∈ (−∞, 0) (5.5)
and
∂xp
+
a (t,−a) := lim
x→(−a)+
∂xp
+
a (t, x) =
pi2
8a3
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k−1k2 exp
{
−k
2pi2t
8a2
}
∈ (0,∞). (5.6)
Proof. Recall tfy(t) = yφt(y). Let y = a− x. Then by (5.1), p+a (t, x) = fy(t)− t−1g(y), where
g(y) = t
∑
k≥2 even
[f2ka−y(t)− f2ka+y(t)].
By g(0) = 0, g(y) = g′(θy)y for some θ = θ(y) ∈ (0, 1). Then p+a (t, x) ≤ t−1y[φt(y) + |g′(θy)|]. By
t∂yfy(t) = −(y2/t− 1)φt(y),
|g′(θy)| ≤
∑
k≥2 even
{[
(2ka− θy)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2ka − θy) +
[
(2ka+ θy)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2ka + θy)
}
.
Since y ∈ (0, 2a), for k ≥ 2, 2ka− θy ≥ 2(k − 2)a+ y > 0 and 2ka+ θy ≥ 2(k − 1)a+ y > 0. Also,
for any u ≥ 0, φt(u+ y) ≤ e−u2/(2t)φt(y). Then
|g′(θy)| ≤
∑
k≥2 even
{[
(2ka)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2(k − 2)a+ y) +
[
(2ka+ 2a)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2(k − 1)a+ y)
}
≤
∑
k≥2 even
{[
(2ka)2
t
+ 1
]
e−2(k−2)
2a2/t +
[
(2ka+ 2a)2
t
+ 1
]
e−2(k−1)
2a2/t
}
φt(y).
It follows that p+a (t, x) ≤ cpyφt(y) = cp(a− x)φt(a− x).
Let z = a+ x. Then by (5.1), p+a (t, x) = t
−1h(z), where
h(z) = t
∑
k≥1 odd
[f2ka−z(t)− f2ka+z(t)].
Since h(0) = 0, there is θ = θ(z) ∈ (0, 1) such that h(z) = h′(θz)z. Similar to the above argument,
|h′(θz)| ≤
∑
k≥1 odd
{[
(2ka− θz)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2ka − θz) +
[
(2ka+ θz)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2ka + θz)
}
=
[
(2a− θz)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2a− θz) + I1 + I2
≤ [(2a)2/t+ 1]φt(2a− z) + I1 + I2,
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where
I1 =
∑
k≥3 odd
[
(2ka− θz)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2ka− θz) ≤
∑
k≥3 odd
[
(2ka)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2(k − 2)a+ z),
I2 =
∑
k≥1 odd
[
(2ka+ θz)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2ka+ θz) ≤
∑
k≥1 odd
[
(2ka+ 2a)2
t
+ 1
]
φt(2(k − 1)a+ z).
Then p+a (a, x) ≤ t−1[(2a)2/t+ 1]φt(a− x)z + (cp/2)φt(z)z ≤ cpφt(a− |x|)(a+ x).
The equalities in (5.5) and (5.6) can be shown by direct calculation using (2.3) and (5.2). Then
it is clear that ∂xp
+
a (t, a) is strictly negative and finite and ∂xp
+
a (t,−a) is finite. To show that the
latter partial derivative is strictly positive, first, write it as
pi2
8a3
∑
k≥1 odd
[gs(k
2)− gs((k + 1)2)],
where gs(x) = x exp{−sx} with s = pi2t/8a2. If s ≥ 1, i.e., t ≥ 8a2/pi2, then gs(x) is strictly
decreasing on [1,∞) and hence ∂xp+a (t,−a) > 0. To cover the case 0 < t < 8a2/pi2, differentiate
(5.1) instead. Using the expressions in (2.1),
∂xp
+
a (t,−a) =
2√
2pit3/2
∑
k≥1 odd
hs(k
2),
where hs(x) = (sx − 1)e−sx/2 with s = 4a2/t. It is seen that if 0 < t < 4a2, in particular, if
0 < t < 8a2/pi2, then the sum on the right hand side is strictly positive.
From the proof of (5.3) it is seen that the following is actually true.
Corollary 4. Fix t > 0 and a > 0. Let cp be as in (5.4). Then for x ∈ (−a, a) and n ≥ 0,∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=0
[f4ka+a−x(t)− f4ka+3a+x(t)] + f4(n+1)a+a−x(t)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ cpφt(a− x)(a− x)
and ∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=0
[f4ka+a−x(t)− f4ka+3a+x(t)]
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ cpφt(a− |x|)(a + x).
Proposition 5. Given a > 0,
P0{Bt ∈ dx, ηa > t} = 1{|x| < a} qa(t, x) dx,
where
qa(t, x) =
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)kφt(x− 2ka) (5.7)
=
1
a
∞∑
k=0
exp
{
−(2k + 1)
2pi2
8a2
t
}
cos
(2k + 1)pix
2a
. (5.8)
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In addition, for all x ∈ (−a, a), qa(t, x) > 0 and
qa(t, x) ≤ cqφt(x)(a − |x|) (5.9)
where cq = 8at
−1
∑∞
k=0(k + 1)e
−2k2a2/t. Finally,
qa(t,±a) = 0, ∂xqa(t, a) = −∂xqa(t,−a) = −pa(t, 0) < 0. (5.10)
Proof. The assertion is trivial if |x| ≥ a. For |x| < a,
P0{Bt ∈ dx, ηa > t} = P0{Bt ∈ dx} − P0{Bt ∈ dx, ηa ≤ t}.
By the strong Markov property,
P0{Bt ∈ dx, ηa ≤ t, Bηa = a} =
∫ t
0
P0{Bt ∈ dx | ηa = s,Bs = a}P0{ηa ∈ ds,Bηa = a}
=
1
2
∫ t
0
P0{Bt−s ∈ dx− a}pa(s, 0) ds.
By (2.2) and the strong Markov property again,
P0{Bt ∈ dx, ηa ≤ t, Bηa = a} =
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k−1
∫ t
0
P0{Bt−s ∈ dx− a}f(2k−1)a(s) ds
=
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k−1P0{Bt ∈ dx+ 2(k − 1)a, τ(2k−1)a ≤ t} =
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k−1P0{Bt ∈ 2ka− dx},
where the last equality is due to the reflection principle. For each k, P0{Bt ∈ 2ka − dx} =
φt(x−2ka) dx. A similar formula holds for P0{Bt ∈ dx, ηa ≤ t, Bηa = −a}. Combining the results,
(5.7) follows. By (2.4), for any g ∈ C([−a, a]),∫ a
−a
g(x)P0(Bt ∈ dx, t < ηa) = E0[g(Bt)1{t < ηa}]
=
∑
k≥1,k odd
1
a
exp
{
−k
2pi2t
8a2
}∫ a
−a
g(x) cos
kpix
2a
dx.
Comparing the measures on both sides yields (5.8).
To show qa(t, x) > 0 for |x| < a, fix s ∈ (0, t) and 0 < δ < (a − |x|)/2. Then (x − δ, x + δ) ⊂
(−a, a), so by the Markov property,
P0{Bt ∈ dx, ηa > t} ≥
∫ x+δ
x−δ
P0{Bs ∈ du, ηa > s}Pu{Bt−s ∈ dx, ηa > t− s}
≥
∫ x+δ
x−δ
P0{Bs ∈ du, ηa > s}P0{Bt−s ∈ dx− u, ηδ > t− s},
where the second inequality is due to [−δ, δ] ⊂ [−a− u, a− u] for all u ∈ [x− δ, x+ δ]. As a result,
qa(t, x) ≥
∫ x+δ
x−δ
qa(s, u)qδ(t− s, x− u) du.
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If qa(t, x) = 0, then q˜(u) := qa(s, u)qδ(t− s, x− u) = 0 for all u ∈ (x− δ, x+ δ). However, by (5.7),
q˜ is analytic on C. This leads to q˜(u) ≡ 0, implying either qa(s, ·) ≡ 0 or qδ(t− s, ·) ≡ 0, which is
impossible, as qa(t, 0) > 0 by (5.8). The contradiction shows qa(t, x) > 0.
To show (5.9), since qa(t, x) = qa(t,−x), it suffices to consider x ≥ 0. Let z = a − x. Then
z ∈ (0, a) and by (5.8),
qa(t, x) =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k[φt(2ka+ a− z)− φt(2ka + a+ z)] := g(z).
Since g(0) = 0, there is θ = θ(z) ∈ (0, 1), such that g(z) = g′(θz)z. By φ′t(x) = −fx(t)
|g′(θz)| ≤ 2
∞∑
k=0
[f2ka+a−z(t) + f2ka+a+z(t)]
≤ 2t−1
∞∑
k=0
(2ka+ a+ z)[φt(2ka+ a− z) + φt(2ka+ a+ z)]
≤ 8at−1
∞∑
k=0
(k + 1)φt(2ka + a− z)
≤ 8at−1
∞∑
k=0
(k + 1)e−2k
2a2/tφt(a− z).
Then (5.9) follows.
It is straightforward to check the first equation in (5.10). By differentiating each term in (5.8)
at ±a and comparing the resulting series to (2.3), the second equation in (5.10) obtains. The
inequality in (5.10) is just the last assertion of Proposition 2.
Corollary 6. Given a > 0 and T > 0, for t > 0 and x ∈ (−a, a),
P0{BT ∈ dx, ηa ∈ T + dt, Bηa = ±a} = qa(T, x)p+a (t,±x) dxdt. (5.11)
As a result, under P0, conditional on ηa = T + t and Bηa = a, the p.d.f. of BT at x ∈ (−a, a) is
in proportion to qa(T, x)p
+
a (t, x) and conditional on ηa = T + t and Bηa = −a, the p.d.f. of BT at
x ∈ (−a, a) is in proportion to qa(T,−x)p+a (t,−x).
Proof. Since {ηa > T} ∈ F(Bs, s ≤ T ), the Markov property of B yields P0{BT ∈ dx, ηa ∈
T + dt, Bηa = a} = P0{BT ∈ dx, ηa > T}Px{ηa ∈ dt, Bηa = a}. Then the case Bηa = a of
(5.11) follows from Propositions 2 and 5. The case Bηa = −a is similarly proved. Finally, note
qa(T, x) = qa(T,−x).
6 Sampling of pre-exit location of a Brownian motion
Fix t > 0, T > 0, and a > 0. The objective now is to sample Bt conditional on ηa = T + t
and Bηa = ±a. By symmetry, it suffice to consider the case where Bηa = a. We shall construct
an envelope function for p+a (t, x) and one for qa(T, x), respectively. Consider p
+
a (t, x) first. To
emphasize that x is the (only) variate, write gt(x) = fx(t). Let
Pk(x) = gt(4ka+ a− x)− gt(4ka + 3a+ x).
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By (5.1), for each x ∈ (−a, a),
p+a (t, x) =
∞∑
k=0
Pk(x). (6.1)
Let
p∗ = p∗(x, t) = min
{
n ≥ 0 :
n∑
k=0
Pk(x) ≥ 0
}
. (6.2)
Since p+a (t, x) > 0 (Proposition 2), the set on the right hand side is nonempty, so p
∗ is well defined.
Proposition 7. Fix t > 0 and a > 0. Then for x ∈ (−a, a), 1) Pp∗(x) ≥ 0 and Pk(x) > 0 for all
k > p∗, 2) as x→ a,
p∗ ∼
√
t
8a2
ln
1
a− x,
and 3) as x→ −a, p∗ = O(1).
Proof. 1) By definition of p∗, for x ∈ (−a, a), Pp∗(x) ≥ 0, i.e., gt(4p∗a+ a−x) ≥ gt(4p∗a+3a+x).
Since gt(x) is strictly increasing on (0,
√
t] and strictly decreasing on [
√
t,∞), 4p∗a+ 3a+ x > √t.
Then for k > p∗, 4ka+ a− x > 4p∗a+ 3a+ x > √t, so Pk(x) > 0.
2) Put y = a− x. By Corollary 4
gt(4p
∗a+ 4a− y) ≤
∑
0≤k<p∗
Pk(a− y) + gt(4p∗a+ y) ≤ cpφt(y)y. (6.3)
On the other hand, by definition of p∗,
u(y) :=
∑
0≤k<p∗−1
Pk(a− y) + gt(4(p∗ − 1)a+ y) < gt(4p∗a− y).
Since u(0) = 0, there is θ = θ(y) ∈ (0, 1) such that u(y) = u′(θy)y. As y → 0, p∗ → ∞ by (6.3).
Then by Proposition 3 and uniform convergence, u′(θy) → d := −∂xp+a (t, a) > 0. As a result,
(1 + o(1))dy ≤ gt(4p∗a− y). This combined with (6.3) yields the claimed asymptotic of p∗.
3) Put z = a+ x and
vn(z) =
1
t
n∑
k=0
[gt(4ka + 2a− z)− gt(4ka+ 2a+ z)]
if n ≥ 0 and vn(z) = 0 if n < 0. Since vn(0) = 0, there is θn = θn(z) ∈ (0, 1) such that
vn(z) = v
′
n(θnz)z. It is not hard to show that as z → 0, supn |v′n(θnz) − dn| → 0, where dn =
−2t−1∑0≤k<n g′t(4ka + 2a). Since d∞ = ∂xp+a (t,−a), which by Proposition 3 is strictly positive,
there is n∗ such that dn > 0 for all n ≥ n∗. Since vp∗−1(z) ≤ 0, this implies p∗ − 1 < n∗ for all
z > 0 small enough. Thus p∗ = O(1).
The asymptotics of p∗ in Proposition 7 suggest that for rejection sampling involving p+a (t, x),
x ≈ a should be handled more carefully than x ≈ −a. Letting y = a− x, for k ≥ 1,
Pp∗+k(x) ≤ gt(4(p∗ + k)a+ y)
≤ gt(4(p∗ + 1)a+ y)× 4(p
∗ + k)a+ y
4(p∗ + 1)a+ y
e−8(k−1)
2a2/t,
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where the second inequality is due to φt(y + z) ≤ φt(y)e−z2/(2t) for all y, z > 0. From the
proof of Proposition 7, 4(p∗ + 1)a − y ≥ √t and φ(x) is strictly decreasing on [√t,∞). Thus
gt(4(p
∗ + 1)a+ y) < gt(4(p
∗ + 1)a− y) and by (6.3),
0 < Pp∗+k(x) ≤ cpφt(a− x)(a− x)× ke−8(k−1)2a2/t (6.4)
and meanwhile
0 ≤
p∗∑
k=0
Pk(x) ≤ cpφt(a− x)(a− x). (6.5)
We will use (6.1)–(6.5) to construct an envelope for p+a (t, x).
To construct an envelope for qa(T, x), for each x ∈ (−a, a), the series in (5.7) converges abso-
lutely. Let
Qk(x) = φT (4ka+ |x|)− φT (4ka+ 2a− |x|)− φT (4ka+ 2a+ |x|) + φT (4ka+ 4a− |x|).
Noting qa(T, x) = qa(T,−x),
qa(T, x) =
∞∑
k=0
Qk(x). (6.6)
Let
q∗ = q∗(x, T ) = min
{
n ≥ 0 :
n∑
k=0
Qk(x) ≥ 0
}
. (6.7)
Since qa(T, x) > 0 by Proposition 5, q
∗ is well defined.
Proposition 8. Fix T > 0 and a > 0. Then for x ∈ (−a, a), 1) Qq∗(x) ≥ 0, Qk(x) > 0 for all
k > q∗, and 2) as |x| → a, q∗ = O(1).
Indeed, since φT is strictly concave on (0,
√
T ] and strictly convex on [
√
T ,∞), 1) follows by
similar argument for 1) of Proposition 7. On the other hand, 2) follows from (5.10) and similar
argument for 3) of Proposition 7. The detail of the proof is omitted for brevity.
Since φT is strictly decreasing on [0,∞), for each k ≥ 0, Qk(x) < φT (4ka + |x|) − φT (4ka +
2a − |x|) = −2φ′T (4ka + y)(a − |x|), where y = y(x, k) ∈ (|x|, 2a − |x|). By |φ′T (4ka + y)| ≤
T−1(4ka + 2a)φT (4ka+ |x|) ≤ T−1(4ka+ 2a)e−8k2a2/TφT (x),
Qk(x) ≤ 4aT−1(2k + 1)e−8k2a2/TφT (x)(a− |x|), k > q∗. (6.8)
Meanwhile,
0 ≤
q∗∑
k=0
Qk(x) < 4aT
−1(2q∗ + 1)e−8(q
∗)2a2/TφT (x)(a− |x|). (6.9)
Now (6.1)–(6.9) can be combined as follows. Define
γ(x) = γ(x, T, t) = 4aT−11{|x| < a}φt(a− x)(a− x)φT (x)(a− |x|). (6.10)
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For k ≥ 0, define
ak = ak(t) =
{
1 k = 0
2ke−8(k−1)
2a2/t k ≥ 1 (6.11)
and
bk = bk(T ) = (2k + 1)e
−8k2a2/T . (6.12)
For x ∈ (−a, a) and k ≥ 0, define
rk(x,m) =


∑m
k=0 Pk(x)
cpφt(a− x)(a− x)ak if k = 0
Pm+k(x)
cpφt(a− x)(a− x)ak else
(6.13)
and
sk(x,m) =


0 if k < m∑m
k=0Qk(x)
4aT−1φT (x)(a− |x|)bk if k = m
Qk(x)
4aT−1φT (x)(a− |x|)bk else
(6.14)
Then rk(x, p
∗) ∈ [0, 1), sk(x, q∗) ∈ [0, 1) for all k ≥ 0 and
p+a (t, x)qa(T, x) = γ(x)×
∞∑
k=0
akrk(x, p
∗)×
∞∑
k=0
bksk(x, q
∗),
The rejection sampling of the p.d.f. γ(x)/
∫ a
−a γ is quite routine, although for efficiency, the detail
has to depend on a, t, and T (more precisely, on a/
√
t and a/
√
T ). On the other hand, note that
both ak and bk are log-concave, i.e., ak−1ak+1 ≥ a2k and bk−1bk+1 ≥ b2k. It was shown in [8] that
a log-concave distribution on integers can be sampled efficiently by rejection sampling. The only
minor issue here is that the values of the normalizing constants for ak and bk in general are not
available exactly. However, it is easy to find positive lower and upper bounds for the sequences.
When these bounds are used in place of the exact normalizing constants, the rejection sampling in
[8] still works with some minor modifications and loss of efficiency.
Algorithm 3 Sampling BT under P
0, conditional on ηa = T + t and Bηa = a
Require: a ∈ (0,∞), T ∈ (0,∞), t ∈ (0,∞)
1: repeat
2: Sample X ∼ γ/ ∫ γ, where γ(x) = γ(x, T, t) is defined in (6.10)
3: Compute p∗ = p∗(X, t) by (6.2) and q∗ = q∗(X,T ) by (6.7)
4: Sample κ1 ∈ {0, 1, . . .} with p.m.f. ak/
∑
j aj , where ak = ak(t) is defined in (6.11)
5: Sample κ2 ∈ {0, 1, . . .} with p.m.f. bk/
∑
j bj, where bk = bk(T ) is defined in (6.12)
6: Sample U ∼ Unif(0, 1)
7: until rκ1(X, p
∗)sκ2(X, q
∗) ≤ U , where rk and sk are defined in (6.13) and (6.14), respectively
8: return X
The above results lead to the rejection sampling Algorithm 3.
17
7 Comments
This paper only considers Le´vy processes that can be embedded into a subordinated standard
Brownian motion. In principle, the scheme illustrated in Figure 1 can be applied to any Le´vy
process, for example, a spectrally negative α-stable Le´vy process with α ∈ [1, 2). Indeed, without
subordination being involved, the scheme can be somewhat simplified. However, even for the
spectrally negative α-stable process, which has many remarkable properties, there are few close
form formulas for its first exit event (cf. [2, 9, 15]). Since all Le´vy processes are differences of
independent spectrally negative Le´vy processes, it would be interesting to find exact sampling
methods for the first exit event of the latter.
The procedure in Algorithm 1 in principle may also be applied to a subordinated Brownian
motion that has a drift or takes values in Rd with d > 1. For example, in each iteration, intead of
an interval centered at the current value of a Brownian motion (cf. step 3), use a sphere of small
radius so that jumps of large size can be detected and removed. One potential problem is that
for d > 1, when there is a positive chance for the Le´vy process to creep across the boundary of
a region, the iteration in Algorithm 1 may not be able to stop. This is because the chance for
the Brownian motion to hit the “right spots” on the sphere, namely, the intersection between the
sphere and the boundary of the region, can be 0; at any other spot on the sphere, a new sphere
has to be constructed, possibly with a smaller radius. As a result, the iteration will approach
infinitely but never reach the location of the first exit. Regardless, there is no extra work on the
sampling for the subordinator. Also, the first exit time out of a sphere by a Brownian motion is
well understood. On the other hand, the distribution of the pre-exit value of the Brownian motion
becomes substantially subtle. Provided the distribution is available in close form, the procedure of
the paper can be extended straightforwardly.
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